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How you can help 

change lives!
To continue its mission, Kids Mobility Network requires 
financial resources. You can help the children served by 
the organization in a number of ways:

> Donate to Kids Mobility Network

> Share your resources:
	 Help us connect with charitable businesses & individuals

	 Refer us to your media contacts

	 Help us connect with public figures or celebrities you may know

For every dollar donated to Kids Mobility Network,  
the Organization creates approximately $6 of   
community benefit for children with disabilities.

Enabling Safety, Mobility and 
Independence for Children

www.KidsMobility.org
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Since its first equipment placement in 2006, Kids Mobility 
Network has provided hundreds of children with DME. 
Durable Medical Equipment is critical to the social and 
physical development of a child. Appropriate DME allows a 
child to interact effectively with his/her peers and develop 
interpersonal skills, self confidence and self-esteem.

It’s less about the equipment and more about the
benefit that the equipment provides a child.

Children with physical disabilities have a unique, recurring 
need for durable	 medical	 equipment (“DME”) such 
as wheelchairs, walkers and other equipment. Due to 
their rapid growth, existing DME becomes ineffective in 
meeting their needs and hinders their ability to effectively 
participate in their community. All families must replace 
outgrown shoes and clothing, special needs families must 
replace new DME – at great expense.

A child’s manual wheelchair costs an average 
of $3,500 and sometimes more than $7,500.

Kids Mobility Network, a 501(c)3, non-profit organization, 
is like no other non-profit organization. It provides a 
resource for children with disabilities and their families 
to obtain DME. Kids Mobility Network gathers outgrown 
DME and reconditions the equipment. Reconditioned 
DME is then matched to a child’s specific needs - just like 
new equipment.

For uninsured or underinsured families, new DME 
is financially out of reach. Kids Mobility Network 
serves as an alternative to traditional channels to 
provide DME to children so they have the same 
access to their communities as every other child.


